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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Constructability review – Mabton Bridge, Use of Oscillatory Rollers on
Bridges; Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators; Steel Cost Adjustments;
1-07.7 load limits and 6-01.6 Load restrictions on Bridges Under Construction;
Allowing cast-on-site precast work; SS 2-09.3(3)B Excavation; SS 6.02.3(17)F5
Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck
Placement; 6-09.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay bond reassignment of repair
expense to Contractor.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Mike reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items were added. There were
several guests today so introductions were made.
Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes
Mike asked for any comments on the December meeting minutes –- no further edits
or corrections were provided.
Marco asked the Team for feedback on this year’s annual AGC meeting that was held
on January the 8th. In general – most folks liked the facility and food. Some
comments provided include; there should be more breaks, the Secretary’s
presentation could be more structured to the audience; the upcoming project
presentation from WSDOT was good – could have spent more time on it, the fish
passage session was good.
Action Item: Mike will post the December meeting minutes meeting minutes to the
web.
2. Constructability Review – Mabton Bridge
Robert Fleming from the South Central Region provided on overview of the
upcoming Mabton Bridge Repair project. Bridge 241/005 and 241/002 will both be
addressed by the upcoming contract. 241/005 will get a carbon fiber wrap and
seismic upgrade. The bridge currently has weight restrictions on it. The existing
hinges in the middle span both need to be reconstructed.
Access to rebuild the hinges was discussed. Both a temporary trestles and a strong
back concept have both been looked at to accomplish the work.
Closing the bridge is will be required and there are in water work restrictions. Both
options seem feasible. Cranes on the existing bridge might also work but
modifications to the bridge may be needed to allow cranes on the deck. In water,
work windows would typically be mid-July through September. There was some
open discussion on challenges accomplishing the work without a trestle. The webs
would most likely need to be strengthened and internal diaphragms built at reaction
points to accommodate the strong back concept.
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The repair should add 30 years of service life. There currently is no funding to
replace the bridge at this time.
Neil Hunt mentioned a concept to modify the existing piers to work off using
temporary truss systems (like an Acrow bridge or work gantry) to span between piers.
This truss would be used to support containment, work platforms and perhaps to lift
the center span to repair the in-span hinges. There was then some open discussion
amongst the team on the pro/cons for the various options regarding accessibility and
in-water work windows. It was not clear if the work platform would need to be
removed as part of the permitting if the work was scheduled for two construction
seasons.
The strong back option would still likely require delivery of the beams via barge and
would not completely keep the contractor out of the water.
In conclusion, the team suggested both options be included at bid time to get the best
pricing. Bridge 241/002 and will be replaced under this contract. The project is
scheduled for advertisement in the fall of 2020.

Action Item: N/A
3. Use of Oscillatory Rollers on Bridges
Mike provided an overview of proposed specification changes to allow the use of
oscillatory rollers for bridge deck HMA compaction. 5-04.3(10)A is revised to read:
On bridge decks and on roadway approaches within five feet of a bridge/back of
pavement seat, rollers shall not be operated in a vibratory mode, defined as a mode
in which the drum vibrates vertically. However, unless otherwise noted on in the
plans, rollers may be operated in an oscillatory mode, defined as a mode in which the
drum vibrates in the horizontal direction only.
After further research and pilot projects, it has been decided that the use of oscillatory
rollers is desirable on bridge decks. There was some open discussion concerning the
proposed changes – however – consensus is the new language is acceptable. Bob
Hilmes expressed concern about rollers not being operated appropriately and
vibratory mode is accidently left on. Most agreed oscillatory is better than static
mode. Additional training should be provided to inspection staff to insure proper
operation of the roller during paving on the bridge.
Action Item: N/A

4. Action Items:
a). Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators
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As a follow up to the last meeting, Mike did bring this topic to WACA and they did
not have any concerns with using accelerators. Nothing new to report at today’s
meeting - WSDOT is reviewing if reducing wet cure requirements in situations where
accelerators are used for rapid set is acceptable. Mike agreed to take the request for
shorting wet cure back to the bridge office.
Action Item: Mike will send update to the team on proposed wet cure reduction.
b.) Steel Cost Adjustments - update
Mike has not had an opportunity to research since the last meeting. There was some
open discussion how the current specification is written, and comments provided that
industry does not view the current specification as very helpful. The biggest concern
by the Contractor’s was that the cost adjustment was based on the month of the
progress payment which could be months after they locked in their steel pricing. If
there are significant changes in the steel producer price index, then they may not be
getting the adjustment reflective of the actual costs. It was noted that the Contractor
could request payment for Material on Hand, but it was not clear if the Cost
Adjustment could be determined at that time.
Marco asked Cody and Stuart if they could find some industry representatives to
attend at the next meeting and provide better insight/perceptive on how the steel
markets work.
Action Item: Mike will continue to review exiting indexes and current cost for
different types of steel and report back. Mike will also inquire if the cost adjustment
can be based on the month the invoice paid by the Contractor to the steel
fabricator/supplier. Cody and Stuart will reach out to steel industry.
c.) Standard Specification 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 load restrictions
Ongoing discussion concerning proposed changes to 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 in the spec book
that govern load restrictions. As discussed at the last meeting, the existing 35% over
legal load limits is no longer allowable/acceptable due to our aging
bridges/infrastructure.
Mike conceded this revision was not ready to be included in the January amendments
and there is still further work to be accomplished before the change is implemented.
Mike is working with Bridge office to identify how to best communicate to
Contractors at bid time the current load rating of bridges that could be influence by
contract work. As built drawing could be included as reference documents for bridges
that were to be included in the contract as part of the Work. Bridges with weight
restrictions could be identified in the contract plans and all projects within the project
limits could include the last inspection report as reference documentation for bidders.
Action Item: This item will remain on the agenda. Mike will discuss further with the
bridge office.
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d.) Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
Mike has made some progress on revising proposed spec changes to accommodate
cast on site precasting. Mike reviewed some of the latest revisions – he has
developed a new specification titled Precast on site concrete units. This new section
would then have sub-headings to address;
Submittals
Casting
Curing –It was assumed most contractors would not steam cure for early release when
casting on site. The Contractors requested Mike remove the 50% minimum strength
requirement to remove forms and allow form removal at the strength specified in the
shop drawings and meeting stress and cracking criteria.
Control of strength – there was then some open discussion on testing for strength.
Would cylinders need to be broke every day? For example, currently the new spec
requires early strength cylinders be broke to determine strength. Kelly requested we
consider and alternate method of evaluating strength.
Finishing
Tolerance
Handling and Storage
Shipping – Thought they are cast onsite, they may need to be shipped across the
project site to the permanent location.
Erection
Further revisions are required for cast on site traffic barrier. This would be
particularly helpful for transition barrier segments.
Action Item: Mike will send the proposed change out to the team so that we can have
further discussion at the next meeting.

e.) Standard Specification 2-09.3(3)B Excavation
Jim Cuthbertson has proposed revisions to the specification to reduce the number of
engineered submittals required for open pit structural excavations.
For excavations less than 4’ – no submittals would be required unless the PE requests
one.
Between 4’ and 20’, the Contractor would be required to follow the WAC. Most
excavations would simply require a Type 2 drawing but under certain conditions, a
Type 2E would still be required. Over 20’ a Type 2E submittal would be required.
Jim will also develop a GSP that requires a Type 2E submittal for excavations in
specific locations where WSDOT has determined an engineered analysis is needed.
WSDOT will move forward with said proposed revisions to be included in the April
2019 Amendments as there was no further comment provided by the team.
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Action Item: No further action needed.
f.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge
Deck Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
The WSDOT Bridge office could not attend the meeting today so this topic will be
deferred to the next meeting.
Action Item: This item will remain on the agenda.
g.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
Mike reviewed proposed changes and asked the team if they had any comment. Bob
Hilmes was concerned about the increase in minimum removal over areas of concrete
repair from 1” to 1.5” below final overlay surface.
Action Item: Mike will discuss the minimum depth removal with Bridge and will
send out for review prior to the April 2019 Amendments.
The meeting adjourned at 11:15.
Mike indicated that he will update action items for our next meeting – and make
assignments. Jim Schettler will bring coffee for the next meeting.
Future meeting dates are March 8th & April 19th.
The Contractors assigned coffee duty as follows; Jim, TBD
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Phasing out Jersey Barrier; Constructability review – Spiketon Creek
Bridge; Hood Canal Pontoon Deck Sealing; AIT Composite Arch Culvert for SR
123 Loutsis Creek fish passage project; Use of non-chloride concrete set
accelerators – curing requirements; Steel Cost Adjustments; 1-07.7 load limits
and 6-01.6 Load restrictions on Bridges Under Construction; Allowing cast-onsite precast work; SS 6.02.3(17)F5 Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders
during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck Placement; 6-09.3(14) Modified Concrete
Overlay checking for bond.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Mike reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items added. There were several
guests today so introductions were made.
2. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes
Mike asked for additional comments on the January meeting minutes –- no further
edits or corrections were provided.
Action Item: Mike will post the January meeting minutes meeting minutes to the
web.
3. Phasing out Jersey Barrier
John Donahue and Tim Moeckel from the WSDOT Design office attended to discuss
phasing out older style Jersey barrier. The Standard Plans for pre-cast barrier will be
updated due to revised crash testing data. The standard has changed from NCHRP
350 to MASH level 3 or level 4 standards. The change has come about since size of
vehicles has increased since the original standard was adopted in the 1990’s. This
change is driven by FHWA and has already been implemented for beam guardrail,
guardrail terminals, and cast in place barrier. Cable rail barrier is still being
evaluated.
The current standard plan for Type 2 New Jersey temporary barrier is not passing the
new MASH standards. The new FHWA policy will allow the use of the old style
Type 2 New Jersey temporary barrier but when it needs to be replaced, it needs to be
replaced with new Type F standard barrier.
The new standard for barrier will be fabricated with class 5000 concrete. There will
be some additional reinforcement but the pinned connection detail will remain the
same. The cast date for Type 2 New Jersey barrier will be on or before December
2019 to be considered eligible for the phase out plan. No barrier cast after this date
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will be allowed on the project site for use on WSDOT projects. A sunset date
requiring exclusive use of the Type F standard has not been determined but is being
considered to allow enough time for the existing inventory of Type 2 New Jersey
barrier to fulfil its expected service life.
The Contractors suggested WSDOT contact the major sub-contractors that provide
temporary barrier on WSDOT projects. Peterson Brothers, PSE, and Gurney are all
subcontractors that handle and have significant stockpiles of temporary barrier.

Action Item: N/A
4. Constructability Review – Spiketon Creek Bridge
Bill Elliot and Nick Rodda attended to present the Spiketon Creek Bridge emergency
repair project. The structural integrity of the existing Bridge is compromised due to
settling at the middle pier and other associated failures, and the bridge is currently
closed to traffic. Until a permanent Bridge replacement project is funded, this project
will install a temporary bridge over the top of the existing/failing bridge. The original
bridge was built in 1930’s and was determined to not be operational approximately 2
years ago. The current detour around this closed section of highway is functioning
adequately. The proposed advertisement date for the temporary bridge project is
April 2019 with an estimated opening to traffic date of September 2019. Work will
include;
 purchase 240 feet of ACROW bridge
 Driven H-Pile foundations
 Removal of portions of the existing abutments
 Removal of the existing bridge rail
 Assembly and Launch of bridge from the east end
 ACROW bridge will sit above the existing bridge (Intend for ACROW to be in
place approximately 5 years)
Constraints of the project include;
 Existing bridge total length is 220 feet across a ravine
 Bridge currently closed to traffic
 WSDOT is unwilling to allow construction equipment onto the bridge
 Span and terrain make lifting assembled bridge into place challenging
Since allowing construction equipment on the bridge is not feasible due to the
deteriorated state of the bridge – the preferred method of installing the temporary
Acrow Bridge would be to launch it. It is estimated that the launch would require:
- Full Cantilever launch of 240 foot bridge
- 140 feet of launch nose
- 10-20 feet of tail (ACROW recommends a minimum of 250 feet of runway)
Another option might be a Crane Assisted Launch, which would require:
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70-80 feet of launch nose
Crane required with 100-120 feet of reach

Recommended construction sequence is;
1. Construct Abutments
2. Remove existing bridge rail
3. Install roller stations on runway
4. Assemble nosing (70 feet to 140 feet, depending on method)
5. Assemble the ACROW and launch
6. When nosing reaches the west side, 20 feet of nosing at a time can be removed as
launching proceeds.
7. Launched bridge is placed on cribbing and dunnage.
8. Using two 130 to 150 ton cranes, lift the bridge, remove cribbing and dunnage
then set on bearings.
There was some open discussion about building the bridge off to the side and rolling
into place - but WSDOT doesn’t possess property rights at this time. The Contractors
asked if they could place rollers on the bridge in lieu of launching. Nick mentioned
that the settlement on the center pier has created positive and negative moments in the
bridge that it cannot take additional load. The Contractors feels strongly that some
concept that allows rollers on the approach piers and shortens the amount of
launching would be much preferred.
There was some discussion on the availability of Acrow Bridge sections. Bill stated
that the estimated date of contract execution is early June with open to traffic early
September.
Nick discussed proposed launching concepts. The Contractors asked some clarifying
questions but appeared to support the launching concept is constructible. The
approaches would be built up with geosyntheitc walls (+/- 4’). There was then some
open discussion about the need of moment slab barrier or is there another barrier
system that would work. Jim C. brought up a concept of using soldier pile in lieu of
geosynthetic wall and moment slabs barrier.
It was recommended that the contract require an ACROW rep be present during the
installation/launching of the bridge.
The launch nose would be procured as part of the Contract so that WSDOT would
have all the capabilities of reusing these materials in the future.
The Contractors again requested that allowable loading on piers be included in the
Contract so that rollers could be used to assist the launch.
Action Item: N/A
5. Constructability Review – Hood Canal Pontoon Sealing
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Nick Rodda and Andy Larson attended the meeting to present the Hood Canal
Sealing project. The project proposes to:
 Apply an epoxy overlay to the (lower) pontoon deck
– West half pontoons A to J
– West half draw pontoons K, L, M and Z
– East half pontoons R, S and T
– Total Quantity = 37,000 SY
The epoxy application will require;
1. Remove hatches, rail post and other attachments
a. Estimate 1.5 hours per hatch – remove and replace
2. Abrasive blast of the deck
3. Apply epoxy up to ¼” in thickness
4. Broadcast non-slip media onto epoxy
5. Once cured, replace hatches and attachment with ¼” shim
Constrains of the project include;
• Environment
– Construction Season is May 1 to September 30 (watertight seals can
only be breached during this period per Contract)
– Marine Environment (salt water)
• Deck Mounted Attachments
– Deck hatches
– Railing poles
– Other miscellaneous attachments
• Access and Vertical Clearance
– Bridge routinely opens to marine traffic
– Access to pontoon deck by two ramps or by barge
– Overhead clearance as low as 8 feet under superstructure
Questions/Concerns posed to the team were;
1. Is there an effective method for 100% containment of blast media when
blasting the top 3 feet of the sidewalls of the pontoons? There did not
seem to be great concern about the ability to contain the media. Ed asked
if the blasting would need to take place immediately ahead of epoxy
application – the answer is yes to prevent contamination prior to epoxy.
2. How would the containment method affect schedule? There was not a
direct answer to this question.
3. We are assuming some amount of hatch damage based on past experience
and current hatch condition.
4. Hatch lids and coamings will be provided from current stock to replace
those damaged by contractor operations. Contractor is required to replace
stock on hand.
5. Hatch removal will only be permitted within the construction season.
6. What will be the effect of these limitations on construction schedule?
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7. Is it realistic to assume that this work could be completed in one season?
8. The epoxy material is sensitive to temperature and moisture.
9. Considering the marine environment at the bridge, would there be issues
with completing the project in one season with the materials indicated? It
is anticipated that the following products would be specified to seal the
pontoons;
–
–
–
–
–

Flexolith by Euclid Chemical
Mk. 163 Flexogrid by Poly-Carb
MasterSeal 350 by BASF
Sikadur 22, Lo-Mod by Sika
Unitex Pro-Poxy Type III DOT by Dayton Superior

There was some open discussion concerning other products that could successfully
seal the bridge. After some discussion - the consent was that epoxy is most likely the
best product. Gaskets could be used underneath the new hatches to seal those. The
project is currently scheduled to go to ad in Oct 2019 for a 2020 construction season.
It was inconclusive if this project could be completed in one season.
There are currently no nighttime noise restrictions that would prevent working 24/7.
Action Item: N/A
6. Constructability Review – AIT Composite Arch Culvert for SR 123 Loutsis
Creek
Lou Tran used a power point presentation to review a proposed solution to a fish
barrier on Loutsis Creek. The project is proposing to use a proprietary system to
construct a new fish passable culvert. The AIT system uses rigid carbon fiber tubes
that are erected like ribs and supported in place onto previously cast concrete footing
without the use of large cranes or equipment. The base of the tubes are then cast into
the footing to seal and fix the ends. Corrugated decking is the secured to the tops of
the ribs with galvanized or stainless steel screws. Finally, the tubes are filled from
access ports in the top with grout to create a composite member.
The concrete filled carbon fiber tubes would be a pilot project for WSDOT. Lou
reviewed how this type of structure is constructed. A 15” diameter tube 50’ long
weighs approximately 250 lbs. The tubes are installed/placed over steel reinforcement
that has already been constructed into a cast in place footing. This can be
accomplished with laborers alone. Once locked in – the tubes are filled with grout.
There was some open discussion on how this work is done and the tolerance of the
reinforcement in the tube ends. Concern was also expressed that the tubes could be
compromised by debris during high flow events. This method of construction
appears it would take longer than conventional construction – but might have
advantages where crane access or shipping routes are poor or not available. A pilot
project is expected out late this year.
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Action Item: N/A

7. Action Items:
a). Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators
There was no time to discuss this topic today. WSDOT is reviewing if reducing wet
cure requirements in situations where accelerators are used for rapid set is acceptable.
Mike agreed to take the request for shorting wet cure back to the bridge office.
Action Item: Mike will send update to the team on proposed wet cure reduction.
b.) Steel Cost Adjustments - update
Mike, Marco and Cody Bishop participated on a conference call with Boyd Kelly of
CMC. CMC is a large supplier for steel reinforcing around the country. Mike and
Marco let the team know that Boyd is not aware of any successful escalation clauses
being used nationally, and is unaware of any indexes that successfully forecast or
correlate to fluctuating steel prices. The intent of the GSP is to provide some relief for
catastrophic steel price increases during longer contracts, which the current GSP does
provide.
Mike recommended we will leave the current specification unchanged and will
continue to use the current index until a better index is identified.
Action Item: This item will be removed from the action item list.
c.) Standard Specification 1-07.7 & 6-01.6 load restrictions
There was no time to discuss this topic today. Specification changes to 1-07.7 will be
included in the April Amendments.
Action Item: Modifications to 6-01.6 will remain on the agenda. Mike will discuss
further with the bridge office.
d.) Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
There was no time to discuss this topic today.
Action Item: Mike will send the proposed change out to the team so that we can have
further discussion at the next meeting.

e.) Girder Stress Checks for Bridge Girders during Diaphragm and Bridge Deck
Placement 6-02.3(17)F5
Anthony Mizumori from the WSDOT Bridge office was in attendance to discuss 602.3(17)F5 today. Anthony provided a brief power point presentation to summarize
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why the specification to request the Contractor to analyze stresses was first
developed. Fundamental questions are;
-

Who is responsible?
What does the design engineer‐of‐record check?
What does the contractor (or construction engineer) need to check?
What does the contractor (or construction engineer) need to submit?

It is clear under the contract that the Contractors must be assured that girders can be
hauled, lifted and can support the deck placement loads as long as they proceed with
adequate care and bracing.
The Bridge Design Engineer should ensure built‐in allowances be provided in the
design (explicitly or implicitly) to ensure a precast girder can be constructed with
available means & methods at a reasonable cost. Typically performed by the
engineer‐of‐record as needed to minimize changes under contract. However, the
Contractor should ensure actual construction means, methods do not damage the
bridge or otherwise prevent the bridge from functioning as intended, and this is why
the current specification exists.
It was made clear that Contractors are not always providing construction engineering
for girder stresses due to construction loading including lifting and deck placement
operations. There are no submittal requirements for these checks, but they remain the
responsibility of the Contractor per the specifications. Anthony provided the
specification references to highlight the responsibilities.
There was additional discussion on how sensitive the deeper girders are to wind
loading in the 5-10 mph range. This is not a check that WSDOT performs because not
all girders are erected in windy conditions and there would be too conservative to
design all girders for extreme wind load cases.
There was some open discussion on how much information should the Bridge
Engineer include on the bridge plans. In conclusion – it was decided to leave the
current language as is – and take this topic off the agenda. This will be part of the
discussion and revisions of 6-01.6 Load Restrictions on Bridges under Construction.
Action Item: Mike will be in contract with Bridge to see how the revisions to 6-01.6
may affect the design and submittal requirements for construction loads.
f.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
There was no time to discuss this topic today.
Action Item:
The meeting adjourned at 12:10.
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Marco Foster prepared meeting minutes.
Topics – Constructability review – Pussyfoot Creek Bridge Construction
Sequence; Phasing out Jersey Barrier; Update use of non-chloride concrete set
accelerators – curing requirements; 6-01.6 Load restrictions on Bridges Under
Construction/girder stresses; Allowing cast-on-site precast work; 6-09.3(14)
Modified Concrete Overlay checking for bond.
1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Mike reviewed the agenda with the Team – no new items added. There were several
guests today so introductions were made.
2. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes
Mike asked for additional comments on the March meeting minutes –- no further
edits or corrections were provided.
Action Item: Mike will post the March meeting minutes to the web.
3. Constructability Review – SR164 Pussyfoot Creek Bridge Construction
Sequence
Matt Rilling and Brad Allen from NW Region attended to present the Pussyfoot creek
Bridge replacement project. The project scope includes replacing a fish barrier culvert
with a 170’ bridge. SR 164 has a high ADT and the project is located near the White
River Amphitheater. The project is also located within the Muckleshoot Indian
Reservation and the Project Team has been working closely with the Tribe on project
details and permits. The Tribe has expressed a strong desire to minimize closure to
SR 164 so the project team has developed a suggested construction sequence to
minimize closure. The Project proposes to construct a new bridge adjacent to the
existing roadway and role the new bridge into place under a 10 day extended closure.
Excavation, removal of the existing culvert, construction of the streambed and inwater work for the stream realignment would occur the next construction season.
Constraints of the project include;
-

New bridge will span approximately 170 feet across a ravine (1:1 slopes)
Noise variance limited.
Utilities should be relocated prior to the contract starting
There is a sanitary sewer pump station immediately north of the bridge on
shoulder.
Correction of profile by removing a sag vertical curve.
Replacement of concrete panels approaching the bridge.
The temporary detour is good but use will be minimized.
Cultural area is immediately north and adjacent to the bridge
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The current plan utilizes weekend road closures to build the new foundations and
temporary (off to the east side of the road) bents to construct the new bridge on. The
team watched a short video from a similar project that slid a new bridge into place
after removing an old bridge.
Questions/discussion included;
-

-

-

Can the new foundations be built in pits on extended weekend closures
There was some open discussion on using driven pile in lieu of drilled shafts, as it
may be easier to cover the work area and open the road. Could be done – but
challenging.
Contactors asked - can 10 day closure be extended to avoid sliding the new bridge
and simply build the new bridge in place? I.E build new bridge on the existing
alignment. There was concern expressed by some of the Contractors that there is
not adequate space/room to support building the new bridge off-line to the east of
the existing road. Crane, equipment, and material placement would be challenging
to construct the new bridge. Some work would be limited to weekend and
evening closures to deliver and install some materials.
Can the speed limit be reduced to facilitate traffic driving over steel plates?
There could be boulders encountered during shaft excavation. This could impact
pile installation and/or shoring.
There are a few houses nearby - this might influence pile driving a night (noise).
Was a temporary bridge considered? Yes – but there may not be adequate room
to fit in a shoe-fly. There was open discussion on using a temporary traffic signal
and speed reductions to slow vehicles in support of a tight (single lane) shoe-fly
onto a temporary bridge.

There was more discussion on the benefits of extending the full closure to eliminate
building the new bridge off line. Going back to the tribe to re-evaluate using a box
culvert is not a good option as it took 8-9 months to agree on using a bridge.
One Contractor asked - how would the embankment material be removed after the
new bridge is open? The access would be from the south but it would be very steep.
There would be a stream diversion needed to remove the existing culverts.
Current Ad date is February of 2020. Bridge work in 2020 and stream work in 2021.
If the design moves forward with drilled shafts - it would be appropriate to estimate 1
weekend closure per shaft.

Action Item: N/A
4. Phasing out Jersey Barrier
Marco provided a very brief update on this topic. At the Last AGC meeting, John
Donahue and Tim Moeckel from the WSDOT Design office attended to discuss
phasing out older style Jersey barrier. The Standard Plans for pre-cast barrier will be
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updated due to revised crash testing data. The standard has changed from NCHRP
350 to MASH level 3 or level 4 standards. The new barrier will be fabricated with
class 5000 concrete and there will be some additional steel reinforcement, but the
pinned connection detail will remain the same.
Per the Teams recommendation last meeting, the Design Office has been in contact
with some of the major sub-contractors and fabricators of temporary barrier. Peterson
Brothers, PSC, Frank Gurney, Granite and Old Castle. All new permanent barrier
installations will be MASH compliant after January 1, 2020. Phasing out the old
precast Jersey barrier for temporary use is still being determined.
Action Item: N/A
5. Action Items:
a.) Use of non-chloride concrete set accelerators and curing requirements
Mike reviewed some minor revisions to standard specification 6-02.3(11). “When
accelerating admixtures are used, the concrete shall be cured in accordance with these
specifications or until the concrete has reached 70 percent of the mix design 28-day
strength, but not less than 3 days.”
The specification still requires a minimum of 3 days wet cure. However, this would
help by allowing the Contractor to strip forms early (but still maintain a minimum 3
day wet cure).
Construction Manual language will be updated to encourage the PEO to consult with
the BTA for requests to use set accelerators to member with the least dimension
between 3 and 6 feet (for concurrence) before approving the request.
Action Item: Mike is looking for comments on the specification previously sent and
is hoping to include in the 2020 Std Spec update. Comments should be addressed by
end of June.

c.) SS 6-01.6 load restrictions under construction/girder stresses
Mike is still revising 6-01.6 and will also address some of the issues realized when
discussing girder stress checks.
Action Item: Mike will discuss further with the bridge office.
d.) Allowing Cast-On-Site precast concrete work
Mike reviewed proposed additions to the Standard Specification to allow on-site
precast elements. He has created/added a section specific to on-site precast 602.3(29), with some minor revisions to several companion specifications. There was
some questions concerning prestressed elements – the proposed language refers the
Contractor back to 6-02.3(25) governing prestressed elements.
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Bob suggested that CM language be added to allow reduced testing frequencies when
precast elements will be constructed daily, in large volumes. Most agreed this would
be a good idea.
Action Item: Mike would like to receive any comments on the new proposed
language in the next few weeks, as he would like to get these changes included in the
next spec book update (this summer).
e.) 6-02.9.3(14) Modified Concrete Overlay – checking for bond
Mike reviewed proposed modifications to 6-02.9(3)14. Specifically – testing of
Hydro Demolition machines prior to production and then continued monitoring
during the work. Highlights of the revision limit any hydro-demolition to no more
than 2” in a single pass.
Action Item: Please provide any comments to Mike within the next few weeks so that
the revisions can be incorporated into the new spec book (out September 2019).

The meeting adjourned at 11:10.
Future meeting date is May 31st, September 20th. Bill Binnig to bring coffee next
meeting.
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1. Welcome/Review of Agenda/Past Meeting Minutes
Since there has not been a meeting in a while, and there are new members,
introductions were made.
2. Personnel Changes to the AGC Structures Team
During introductions, it was noted that Michael Rosa is stepping down from the team
co-chair position, and Dewayne Matlock is taking over. Patrick Glassford will
support Dewayne.
3. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes
Dewayne asked for additional comments on the April meeting minutes. No further
edits or corrections were provided.
Action Item: Dewayne will post the April meeting minutes to the web.
4. Corrosion Resistant Reinforcement: MMFX Presentation
Ben Sadawi from ChromX gave a presentation on ChromX steel reinforcing bar. His
presentation went over the advantages of the different ChromX bar series compared
to traditional black bar, epoxy coated and stainless steel reinforcement.
Below are some of the main points presented:




















Chromium is added to the steel rebar for corrosion resistance and strength
Helps provide longer service life due to corrosion resistance
Virtually eliminates spalling
Virtually maintenance free for:
o 9% chromium – 100 to 120 years
o 4% chromium – 60 years
o 2% chromium – 40 years
Once corrosion begins, the rate is lower than that of traditional rebar
For coastal application, use premium (9%)
High quality control during production
Nano microstructure increases strength and ductility. This allows bending at
tight radii without cracking
Up to 120 ksi yield strength
Came to industry about 20 years ago
FHWA has invested a lot of money into the technology
o Multiple bridges across north America between 2002-2003
Already in WSDOT QPL for dowels, will be included in QPL for bridges
WSDOT BDM is being updated to include the ASTM A1035 chromium bar
CR will be the WSDOT designation for this bar
Almost every state has bridges with this bar
All new bridges in VA include this bar for entire bridge or portions
Material reduction due to higher strength
Used heavily by the military for corrosion resistance
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Cascade is the supplier of ChromX bar for the west coast
Can be fabricated in any fab shop
Reduced carbon footprint, especially with the higher strength bars
100% compliant with buy America
Corrosion resistance is backed by research using cracked concrete
Lower maintenance cost
Less rebar congestion due to higher strength bars
Keeps cracks narrower and shallower
Can speed up construction (for example bridge decks) since there is no
damaged epoxy to repair
No dissimilar metal issue with tying to black steel

After the presentation, Ben opened it up to questions. Below are the questions, answers,
and additional discussions:
Question: Can you weld it?
Answer: Not for structural tension. Welding will change the microstructure. Tack
welding is ok.
Question: Are the AASHTO equations for development length, bending radius, etc.
applicable?
Answer: For now, use ACI for development length.
Question: Is there any difference with field bending procedures?
Answer: The higher strength requires machine bending.
Question: What is the estimation of density reduction using the stronger bar vs.
traditional 60 ksi reinforcement?
Answer: The savings would be about 1/3 of the weight.
Question: What is the direct cost difference?
Answer: For the same unit weight, the cost of 9% chromium bar is about 3 times that
of black bar. The cost of 4% chromium bar is about 2 times that of black bar.
Question: What is the cost difference between epoxy coated reinforcing and 4%
chrome bar?
Answer: It’s about $0.75 for fabricated epoxy bar and about $0.80 to $0.82 for 4%
chrome. But the savings will be realized when you compare with grade 100 bar since
less grade 100 bar will be used.
Question: Would WSDOT consider dual designs since it appears we have a sole
source product.
Answer: Nick Rodda had done a comparison exercise like this for the Medical Lake
project. Ben added that FHWA has updated the sole source policy to allow sole
sourcing, and there are two manufacturers that can produce this product, Cascade
Steel and Commercial Metal.
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Question: Was the Medical Lake job an experiment?
Answer: That was a test project. This bar will be put into the BDM as options for the
Bridge Office provided designs and design build projects.
Additional Discussion:
Michael Rosa pointed out that the next BDM update is in June 2020. There’s
potential the BDM could be updated with a design memo prior to that date, but that
wouldn’t be for at least a couple months. There could also be potential Standard
Specification updates.
For WSDOT projects, 4% chromium bar can be used in place of epoxy coated
reinforcement. 9% chromium bar may be used when corrosion resistance beyond that
of epoxy coated bars is required.
BDM will allow up to 80 ksi in design. In order to utilize 100 ksi, WSDOT Bridge
Design Engineer approval is required.
Ben concluded the Q/A session and thanked everyone.
For additional details, see the attached presentation.
Action Item: N/A
5. AGC Annual Meeting Presentation
Dewayne presented on the AGC annual meeting preparation for the Structures Team.
He displayed a list on the screen and asked the group if we captured everything that
was focused on last year. He asked the group, based on what we know now, what do
we want to tackle this year?
Scott Ayers mentioned that we did two email constructability reviews last year that
could be added, the San Poil Bridge project and Steamboat and Union Slough project.
Dewayne added those to his list.
Dewayne asked the group if there is anything that needs to be added or removed from
the list of topics. Mike said they were carryovers from last year that they didn’t
tackle. He hadn’t added anything to the list since it was already fairly robust.
A couple more potential topics were mentioned: the standard specification revision
for load limits on existing bridges and the SR 99 AWV – Replacement, South Access
NB Off Bridge project structure (99/539.6NN) that used shape memory alloy rebar in
the columns.
action Item: N/A
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6. FYI – Recycled Aggregate (Concrete) – Emphasis put in DB proposal (Goal or
Value)
Dewayne opened the topic by discussing the emphasis on utilizing recycled aggregate
in the industry and the struggles with the design and implementation. There will be
more emphasis in our design build pursuits during the procurement process. Some
sort of value will be placed on the use of recycled materials for some of the larger
projects.
There was discussion on this topic at the design build meeting the day before. The
consensus at that meeting was we should stay away from contaminating goals and
instead make it a contract requirement.
Dewayne mentioned that it is early in the process and determining how to emphasize
recycled aggregate use has not been finalized. Bob suggested that method specs work
well for the compaction questions and concerns (e.g. lift thickness, number of passes,
and size of roller). Scott stressed that goals we would put on that would be hard to
meet. He suggested putting realistic goals with incentives into projects for increasing
those goals. Currently, all the contractor has to do is prove it is more expensive to use
it than not, and so far it is more expensive.
Dewayne stated that the expectation has been that industry would use more of it, but
that hasn’t happened at this point.
It was pointed out that a good amount of recycled aggregate was used on the Direct
Connector project, but there was difficulty with the acceptance spec for the pit. The
spec required a 30,000 ton pile be made, tested and stockpiled for the job from
WSDOT recycled aggregate, which is impossible because they get if from a recycling
plant and can’t be sure of the aggregate source. Once that issue is worked out, then it
will be easy and cheaper to use. There was agreement in the group that there are
issues with determining where the concrete came from.
Crushing and trying to get consistency in the stockpiles is another challenge. Also,
trying to compact material that’s not as uniform as traditional aggregate is
challenging. Industry mentioned they had no compaction issues on their project. The
difficulty was the actual pH runoff. Recycled aggregate produces pH water for a long
time, so they stopped using it in certain locations to avoid violations.
Dewayne wrapped up the discussion by stating that WSDOT is looking at ways to
implement this in a way that industry understands and accepts.
Action Item: N/A
7. Shotcrete Research
Patrick Glassford gave an update on the ongoing shotcrete research that WSU is
performing for WSDOT. In a nutshell, they are looking into best practices for longterm durability of shotcrete used for wall fascia and slope stabilization.
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In Phase 1, before-shooting lab tests were performed to look at early age shrinkage
cracking and long-term freeze-thaw performance. Those tests performed well and
showed there is promise for field applications with proper placement.
In Phase 2, after-shooting samples were obtained from the field with four mix designs
for testing in the lab. The testing showed promising results such as improvement of
long-term freeze-thaw resistance using air-entraining admixtures and improvement of
chloride ion penetrability resistance with the use of silica fume, though the chloride
ion permeability was still higher than conventional concrete.
We are now entering Phase 3 of the research project and are looking for shotcrete
projects where WSU can obtain test panels. We would like to get the test panels by
spring or summer of 2020. This phase is looking at bonding performance between
shotcrete layers and between shotcrete and existing cast-in-place concrete structures.
Patrick asked the group if they know of any shotcrete projects going on by local
agencies, etc. Scott Ayers said he would ask if there was anything coming up on a
520 project where we could obtain specimens.
There was a question by industry asking for clarification of what exactly the research
team is after. Patrick replied that WSU may be able to supply the forms and that
they’re looking for realistic samples shot in the field. WSU is looking to have the first
layer cured with varying time periods then prepped in a realistic manner before
shooting the second layer. Samples will then be cored and taken to the lab for testing.
It was mentioned that many wall projects only consist of a single layer of shotcrete.
One wall type where two layers makes sense is a soil nail wall. After the first,
temporary shotcrete layer is complete, the permanent fascia could be shot instead of
formed and poured.
Bob mentioned the importance of getting the aspect ratio correct for the size of cores
that will be removed for testing. They will be deeper than what the typical application
will be.
Another issue raised is regarding double rebar mats. If placing more than one layer,
the rebar will have to be cleaned off after the first layer is shot. In the case of double
rebar mats, more than one shotcrete layer is discouraged; in practice, they prefer to
apply it all at once.
Action Items: Scott Ayers will reach out to the 520 team to inquire about the
possibility to procure shotcrete samples.
8. Changes to Section 6-02.3(11) Curing Concrete
Patrick Glassford explained that the primary revision to this specification was a
reorganization of the content to provide clarity, but there were a couple changes that
warranted bringing this to the group for input.
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There was a comment by the group that the updated spec language for continuous
fogging of bridge decks seems unrealistic. The spec previously didn’t include the
term continuous. There was concern that this could lead to ponding in certain
situations, which could be detrimental. The goal is to have a wet sheen without
developing pooling. The group suggested changing the language to require fogging as
needed.
There was concern from a recent project regarding the requirement to immediately
apply burlap to the bridge deck. The specific concern was that burlap could get stuck
in the concrete if it is placed too soon. Bob mentioned that in his experience, they try
to get it on as soon as possible. Usually the edge finishing at the gutter lines controls
the flow of work. Bob suggested that burlap should be laid down as soon as possible.
It might leave a mark, but it is negligible as the striations are saw cut in and will
provide the texture for roadway friction. Bob suggested laying down the burlap about
½ hour after the bidwell has passed is normal practice. Patrick asked if there were any
suggested changes to this language. Bob said he’d take a look at it.
Another question is regarding curing Method B when slip forming traffic barrier. It
seems the continuous fogging or mist spraying for the first 24 hours of curing is
discouraging. The group agreed that this is never done in practice. Patrick asked if
there was another way we could word that to make it more desirable. The consensus
was that Method A is preferred.
Scott asked about the requirement for fixed form barrier that states to leave the forms
in place for three days. He asked if removing forms in 24 hours and finishing the wet
cure with heavy quilted blankets was acceptable. The PE’s have been letting
contractors remove forms after 24 hours if they get 1,400 psi early break cylinders
based on Section 6-02.3(17)N, Removal of Falsework and Forms. This Fixed-Form
Barrier Section specifically states to keep forms in place for three days. The question
is if the two specifications conflict. The consensus is that most contractors want to
strip the forms early, and Bob confirmed that early stripping is a common practice
that the PE’s typically allow.
Along the same topic, there was concern about the spec regarding the 7-day cure after
form removal. The way the spec reads, if the forms are left on for more than three
days, does there still have to be 7 more days of curing or is the intent to have a total
of 10 days regardless of when the forms are removed? WSDOT’s response is that
either way, the 10-day total curing requirement still applies. The question is should
we change the language to state a total of 10 days or leave as it is? Nobody in the
room has had an issue with a spec in practice, but there’s enough concern that
someone may misinterpret it in the field; perhaps the language could be simplified.
The consensus is that the 7-day curing period is confusing and it should simply state
10 days total. Also, Section 6-02.3(17)N takes care of the early stripping issue, but
the Curing Concrete section could be updated for clarification.
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Patrick asked the group if there are any concerns regarding the curing compound type
and class requirement changes. No concerns were raised.
Action Item: Bob will review the bridge deck fogging language for any potential
improvements. Patrick will revise the specification as needed and propose a new draft
at the next AGC/WSDOT Structures Meeting.
9. Project Workforce Planning
Patrick had a question from the Bridge Office regarding project workforce planning.
In the Tacoma, Seattle, Everett, and Bellevue areas, for projects like expansion joint
work, grid deck replacement, etc., are there generally enough workers to split up the
work and plan on multiple work crews simultaneously performing the work? Some
WSDOT offices have been assuming this on their projects to reduce the number of
working days.
The response was that jobs of this type are very labor intensive for short time periods,
often with weekend closures. What happens is they end up taking the workers from
other projects. There were many issues raised, and the consensus was it’s not a good
idea to plan on having multiple crews up front.
10. Action Items
a. 6-01.6 Load Restrictions on Bridges Under Construction/Girder Stresses
There were no updates to this specification revision at this time.
Action Items: This item will remain on the agenda.
b. Allowing Cast-On-Site Precast Concrete Work
Michael Rosa gave an update on where we’re at with this specification. There had
been good progress in the past, but it’s been a while since this group reviewed it,
so it would be a good idea to present to the group again. This was presented at
PCI NW annual meeting. There was a lot of kickback from the precasters. There
were concerns regarding quality control on the project site compared to the
products they produce at their facilities; they feel contractors would have an
unfair advantage since they don’t require any certifications. There would be
inspectors on site and a quality control plan, but there would be no certification
requirement.
There hasn’t been any additional work on that spec revision at this point. Bob
mentioned that we’ve been using it for a while, and it would be worthwhile to get
it into the spec book.
Action Item: Michael Rosa will discuss the specification again at the next PCI
NW Annual Meeting, and we’ll plan on getting it into the 2021 spec book. The
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Bridge Office will also do a review and determine if any revisions should be made
based on precaster feedback from the PCI NW Annual meeting.
11. Conclusion
Dewayne asked if anyone had items to discuss at the next meeting. Michael suggested
WSDOT members keep watch for any projects that could benefit from a
constructability review from this group. The group asked if we ever reach out to local
agencies for project reviews. Michael said we haven’t reached out in the past, but
sometimes they will reach out to WSDOT asking for an AGC/Structures Team
constructability review. Dewayne mentioned that we could put out feelers to our
Local Programs Office at WSDOT Headquarters. The group felt this would be
beneficial; they have seen local agency projects that could have greatly benefitted
from a review from the group.
Dewayne mentioned a sensitive DB project that’s currently in the conceptual phase
that was proposed for review from the group. He mentioned the potential for specific
elements to be discussed for constructability in a manner that prevents confidentiality
agreements with the Regions from being breached. It was mentioned that before
qualifications are issued, it might be ok to bring constructability reviews to the group.
Scott Ayers told the group that April 17, 2020 will likely be his last AGC/Structures
Team meeting since he will be retiring. Someone will need to take his place as cochair. Bill Bennig has expressed interest, but he might not be available until June.
Scott asked if anyone else was interested in the position. No interest was expressed.
Action Item: Dewayne will work with Local Programs to get the word out regarding
the potential for local agency project constructability reviews.
The meeting adjourned at 10:42.
Future meeting dates are January 24, March 6, and April 17. Ryan Olson offered to
bring coffee to the January 24 meeting.
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WHAT IS CHROMX (MMFX FORMERLY)
STEEL REINFORCING BAR?
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ChromX Steel Reinforcing Bar
High-strength concrete reinforcing steel with varying levels of corrosion
resistance

►

ChromX 9000 Series can be specified as ASTM A1035 CS either
Grade 100 or 120. Provides high corrosion protection for severe
corrosive environments caused by seawater, aggressive soils and
deicing salts. Exceeds 100-year service life on infrastructure projects.

►

ChromX 4000 Series (4100 & 4120) (ASTM A1035 CM) provides
mid-level corrosion protection of over 60-year service life, depending
on the specific application and design for the concrete structure.

►

ChromX 2000 Series (2100 & 2120) (ASTM A1035 CL) is designed
to be competitive in both pure high strength applications and lowerlevel corrosion resistance with over 40 years service life.
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How ChromX is made? What makes ChromX
different from other rebar?
Martensitic - Austenitic
microstructure provides:
• Corrosion Resistance
• High Strength with Ductility

Controlled Melting Process

Controlled Rolling Process
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WHERE CHROMX IS SINCE ITS
INCEPTION IN 1999?

US 395 Corridor, Spokane, WA
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ChromX in State and Provincial Specifications
CRR shall conform to the requirements of ASTM A1035 – 05
Standard Specification for Deformed and Plain, Low-carbon,
Chromium, Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement.
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ChromX in State and Provincial Specifications
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North America ChromX Bridge Installations

More than a 1000
BRIDGES
reinforced with
ASTM A1035 ChromX
rebar since inception
of MMFX in 2000, in:
• US
• Canada
• Mexico
• Middle East
8

Corrosion and High Strength Applications
Under Construction Trial Projects by WSDOT
I-90,
Medical
Lake
Reconstruction:
Oil Field
Service Docks
– Piles
and Caps 100 ksi
Constructed
2009 Structure
Cast-in-Place
Concrete
Escala Condominiums

ChromX 4100
In T-Beams

Seattle, Washington

ChromX 4100
In Bridge Deck Slab

SR21, W Fork San Poil Bridge
Concrete Precast
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Lesner Bridge Replacement
Virginia Beach
American Segmental Bridge Institute (ASBI)
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Project Examples – Military Applications

NAVFAC Modular Hybrid Pre-cast Concrete Pier, San Diego, CA

USACE Seawall,
Bay St. Louis, MS
US Army Corp of Engineers, Lake Tenkiller Spillway,
Channel Bridge, Vian OK
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Corrosion and High Strength Applications
Northern Expansion of Port Fourchon in Grand Isle, LA
Oil Field Service Docks – Piles and Caps 100 ksi
Constructed 2009
Escala Condominiums
Seattle, Washington

ChromX 9100
In Drill Shaft Piles and Caps
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Corrosion and High Strength Applications
Al Maria Island Diaphragm Wall in Abu Dhabi, UAE
A Mile Long Diaphragm Wall - 90 ksi

Corrosion and high strength Applications

Al Maria Island Diaphragm Wall in Abu Dhabi, UAE

ChromX 9100 In Sea Wall
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Project Examples – Marine Construction

Seawall, Maryah Island, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Floating Marina Breakwater,
Port Orchard, WA
Marineland of Florida, St. Augustine, FL

Gulf State Park Fishing Pier,
Gulf Shore, AL
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Corrosion and High-Strength Applications
La Yesca Dam in La Yesca, Mexico

La Yesca Dam
750 MW Hydroelectric Power Station
700 ft. High Concrete-faced Rock-fill Dam
La Yesca, Mexico
Constructed 2012

Reinforced with
ChromX 9120 Grade 120
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WHO MAKES AND FABS CHROMX?
ASTM A1035-CS/CM/CL / AASHTO M334

In October 2017, MMFX Technologies Corporation and its
innovative ChromX Steel product line were acquired by
Commercial Metals Company, one of the major steel producers
in North America, integrating into their global steel business.
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CMC Domestic Locations
CMC’s steel manufacturing and fabrication locations, including the recent Gerdau acquisition, are strategically
positioned to serve the construction industry across the United States and Canada. (November 2018)

•
•
•

ChromX Steel
available from
Cascade Steel
in Oregon

CryoSTEEL
available
from Mesa, AZ

Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) steel mills
10 meltshops in the United States
8+ million tons melting capacity

ChromX Steel
available
from Cayce, SC

ChromX Steel
available
from Seguin,
TX

150KSI AllThread Bar
available
from Cayce, SC
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Who is CMC
A global, vertically-integrated, low-cost, recycling, steel manufacturing and fabricating enterprise

Metals Recycling

Steel Production

Steel Fabrication

Installation
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Environmental stewardship
Minimizing our impact on the environment and protecting natural resources

97% steel scrap as primary raw
material results in 58% reduced CO2
emissions and conserve our natural resources

Assuming the Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions for fabrication to the end-of-life
stage is 3.7 tons of CO2 equivalent per ton of
steel, switching to High Strength steel has
the potential to reduce GHG emissions by
1800 ton of carbon dioxide per year.
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“BUY-AMERICA”
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A1035/A1035M-16b
Standard Specification for Deformed
and Plain, Low-Carbon, Chromium,
Steel Bars for Reinforcement

•

First ASTM A1035 Standard issued in 2004

•

2015 Standard Modified to include ChromX-CM and CL

•

Grade 100 (690 MPa) and Grade 120 (830 MPa) rebar

•

Meets and exceeds all mechanical properties of ASTM
A615 – conventional rebar – Grade 100
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AASHTO M334 M / M 334
Standard Specification for Uncoated, Corrosion Resistance,
Deformed and Plain Chromium Alloyed, Billet-Steel Bars for
Concrete Reinforcement and Dowels

Other Chromium Alloyed Steels
Austenitic Stainless Steels (16-20)

41003 (10.5 - 12.5)
ChrōmX 9100 - K81550 (9.2 - 10.9)
Chromium
Content %

9

10

11

12

13

Duplex Stainless Steels (21.5 - 24.5)
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SOLUTION TO THE CORROSION
PROBLEM
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CORROSION BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED
CONCRETE BRIDGE DECKS UNDER LABORTORY
AND FIELD CONDITIONS
Hani Nassif, PE, PhD, Professor and Director

Hassan Al-Nawadi, PhD
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
and
Frank Corso, PE, Supervisor, NJTA

William Wilson, PE, Senior Supervising Engineering, NJTA

New Jersey Department of Transportation Meeting
Wedensday, April 17th, 2019

Lab-Based Accelerated Testing

Laboratory Acc. Corrosion Testing (ACT) Program
MMFX
•
•
•
•

• Class A
• HPC

• 3%
• 15%

Concrete

Rebar

Chloride

Crack

Black Steel
Epoxy Rebar
Stainless Steel
MMFX

• Crack Width
- 0.011 in.
- 0.035 in.
• Crack Depth
- 0.5 in.
- 1.0 in.

SS
EC
BS

V2000
26

Lab-Based Accelerated Testing

Laboratory Testing Program and Specimens
Concrete
and Rebar

Class A
with BS

Class A and HPC
with Epoxy Coated

NaCl %

3%

Crack
Width

0.0 in

0.011 in

0.035 in

Crack
Depth

0.0 in

0.5 in

1.0 in

Class A and HPC
with Stainless Steel

Class A and HPC
with MMFX

15%

Collecting data by using
Data Logger

MMFX
SS
EC
BS
Specimen with V2000
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Lab-Based Accelerated Testing

Laboratory Monitoring Results – Effect of Cracking
3% NaCl
Potential Differences (%)
normalized to Black Steel

0

-20
-22
-40

-38
-45

-60

-51
-65
-70

-80

-76
-83

-85
-91

-100

-73

-78

-96

-91 -92

-120
1

2

3

4

5
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Lab-Based Accelerated Testing

Laboratory Monitoring Results – Effect of Cracking

Potential Differences (%) normalized
to Black Steel

15% NaCl
0

-20
-21
-40

-31

-60
-61
-66

-67

-72

-72

-80
-89
-100

-93

-89

-89

-75

-89

-91

-96

-120

1

2

3

4

5
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Estimated Chloride Threshold used in
Modeling Service Life
Chloride Threshold, ppm

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0

Black Bar
(A615)

Epoxy Coated
Bars (A775) 2
layers

Galvanized
Bars (A767)

ChrōmX 2000
(A1035 CL)

ChrōmX 4000
(A1035 CM)

ChrōmX 9000
(A1035 CS)
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Chloride Threshold and Propagation Time

Reinforcing Bar Type

Chloride
Threshold,
PPM

Estimated Chloride
Estimated Propagation
Threshold, ppm with
Time, Years
2 Gpy of CNI

Conventional BB (A615)

500

5-7

Epoxy Coated Bars (A775)2

500

10 - 15

Epoxy Coated Bars (A775) 2
layers2
Galvanized Bars (A767)3

900

10 - 15

1500

15 - 20

ChromX 9000 (ASTM A1035 CS)

2000

2400

15 - 20

ChromX 4000 (ASTM A1035 CM)

1600

2200

15 - 20

ChromX 2000 (ASTM A1035 CL)

850

1875

15 - 20

UNS S32304 (ASTM A955)

3750

>50

Except as specifically noted, CT data is from Tourney Consulting Group, LLC, “Performance Modeling of the Corrosion Performance of ChrōmX Reinforcing Bars in a
Bridge Deck in a Southern Marine Environment” (11/29/2016). ChrōmX 2000 CT set at the bottom of its probability range per the standard deviation. 2ECR CT set at black
bar’s CT. Perfectly applied epoxy-coating performs well in laboratory tests, but field studies prove that the coating does not survive field handling and installation, and
therefore provides little to no protection. 3Darwin, David et al, “Critical Chloride Corrosion Threshold for Galvanized Reinforcing Bar”, The University of Kansas Center for
Research, Inc. (Dec 2007).
1
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LIFE CYCLE MODELING & ANALYSIS

32

Comparison of Service Life and Life Cycle
Cost Analysis (LCCA) in Bridge Decks

•
•
•
•

Service lives estimated based on CT values determined in Critical Chloride Corrosion Threshold for Galvanized Reinforcing Bars, David Darwin et al., Univ. of Kansas Center for
Research, Inc. (Dec. 2007), as well as CT and CR values, and STADIUM® software modeling for a concrete bridge deck with 1.5 in. (37.5 mm) Bridge Mix LP concrete cover according
to Reinforcing Steel Comparative Durability Assessment and 100 Year Service Life, Tourney Consulting Group, LLC (June 2016).
Estimated net present value (NPV) per square foot of the total life cycle costs of the bridge deck, assuming $150 per square foot repair costs every 15 years after year of initial repair.
Based on chloride threshold data from Tourney Consulting Group, LLC testing of ChrōmX 2100 alloy (2017).
Adding 2 gallons of calcium nitrite (CNI) as a concrete additive at an estimated cost of $12 per cubic yard has been shown to further enhance ChromX 4100’s corrosion performance.

THE SOLUTION TO THE REBAR
CONGESTION PROBLEM
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ASTM A615 vs ASTM A1035
CS, CM & CL Tensile Properties
ASTM
A615
Grade
60

ASTM
A615
Grade 80

ASTM
A615
Grade
100

ASTM
A1035
Grade
100

Min. Yield Strength, Ksi

60

80

100

100

Min. Tensile Strength, Ksi

90

100

115

150

Min. Elongation, %

9

7

7

7

Min. Tensile/Yield (T/Y
Ratio)

-

-

1.15

1.25
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AASHTO LFRD Bridge Specification
for Designing to 100 ksi (690 MPa)

AASHTO Bridge Design Code
for the Use of ASTM
A1035/A1035M Grade 100
(690 MPa) Steel Bars for
Bridge Structures
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Optimizing Standard Deck Slab Designs
►

EOR! Increase spacing results in exceeding max
allowable CRACK WIDTH! SERVICEABILITY? NO

►

THE SOLUTION is REDUCE REBAR SIZE
won’t risk allowable design criteria
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Optimizing Standard Deck Slab Designs
STEEL WEIGHT (PSF)
6.73
4.07

Standards

Strip Method GR 60

3.53

Strip Method ChromX
75 ksi

2.61

Strip Method ChromX
100 ksi

2.39

Strip Method ChromX
100 ksi with reduced
cover
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Mechanical Splices & Anchorages (Headed Bars)
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Mechanical Splices ChromX Alloy
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FABRICATION
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Typical ChromX® Rebar Markings (US Units)

ChromX Steel Reinforcement Bar
Rebar Marking and Mill Tag
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POST CONSTRUCTION CORING AND
INSPECTION FINDINGS
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Hwy 287 I-15 Railway Overpass Inspection Findings
Montana
►

The northbound bridge is reinforced with ChromX 9100.

►

There are alligator/fatigue cracks but raise minor concerns with the durability and
serviceability of the structure:
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Hwy 287 I-15 Railway Overpass Inspection Findings
Montana
►

The southbound bridge is reinforced with epoxy.

►

There are serious alligator/fatigue cracks with diagonal failure at the negative moment zones
which are risking the serviceability of the structure:
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ChromX 9100 in Puerto Rico 102 Bridge since 2003
►

PR-102 Bridge over Laguna Channel. The short single
span bridge deck and abutments are reinforced with
40 tons of ChrōmX 9100. It was built in 2003.

►

This bridge is a great example of the
concrete bonding capability of the
ChromX 9100 bar and its ability to
keep cracks closed and thereby
avoiding continued crack widening
and the
inevitable
spalling.
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ChromX 9100 Controls Cracks – Puerto Rico Bridge
Comparing crack widths of the bridge deck to the approach slab to a dime:

Above image is showing a very fine
crack width of the bridge deck which
is reinforced with ChrōmX 9100.

Above image is showing crack widths of the
approach slab which is most likely reinforced with
black steel or coated reinforcement.
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ChromX 9100 in WSDOT State Highway since 2009
Cored samples from I-90 State Highway in Extreme Harsh Environment

According to Washington State
WSDOT:
“The cores were taken from an I-90
project paved in 2009 which had MMFX
dowels placed. We have not broken the
cores apart yet so we are only observing
a very small portion of the dowel. The
core location was in the center of the
lane.”
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ChromX 4100 in AKDOT State Bridges since 2019
Chatanika Bridge Rehab: Deck and Approach Slabs

According to Swalling General Contractors:
“Much easier and better handling than epoxy.
We saved plenty of construction time by not to
worry about niking, inspecting and repairing
coated epoxy. Have DOT to use it everywhere.”
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ChromX 4100 in AKDOT State Bridges since 2019
Chatanika Bridge Deck Rehab: Deck and Approach Slabs

ChromX 4100
July 2019
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QUESTIONS?
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Thank you
World Class Structures Built with
ChromX Steel Reinforcing Bar

Rebar Bonding with Concrete Controls Cracking
►

Mechanical loads induce strains that can exceed the strain capacity of concrete, thereby
causing cracking.

►

Concrete may be particularly susceptible to cracking that occurs at early-ages when
concrete has a low tensile capacity (Kasai, 1972). If the loads are applied repeatedly or over
a long period of time, fatigue and creep can affect the strain (or strength) development that
can lead to failure (Bazant and Celodin, 1991)

►

Although numerous factors influence whether concrete would be expected to crack due to
environmental effects, it can be simply stated that cracking will occur if the stress that
develops in response to internal expansion or the restraint of a volumetric contraction that
results in stress development exceeds the strength (or fracture resistance) of the material.
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ChromX Bonding with Concrete Controls Cracking
►

A good indication that a reduction in bond strength has occurred is represented by the
severity of the crack widths in the surface of the deck slab.

✓ Disintegration and loss of bond between rebar
and concrete could eventually affect structural
integrity of concrete.
✓ Losing bridge deck slab structural integrity
significantly affects the strain of the concrete
while loads are applied repeatedly causing
fatigue development that can lead to failure.
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